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FOREWORD

TheGreat Himalayan National Park(GHNP) andadjacent sanctuaries
in Kullu district of Himachal Pradesh (HP) encompass a rich array of
floral and faunal assemblages including some of the highly endangered
species. The region is also well known for its aesthetic, cultural,
hydrological, and other intrinsic values. The Government of HP is
committed to safeguard the ecological integrity and conservation of
biodiversity in the region while meeting bonafide biomass needs of the local
people. Recent project on the Conservation of Biodiversity aided by the
International Development Agency of the World Bank has resulted in
formulation of the long term conservation plans for the area which have
suggestedstrong componentof eco-development programmes for the local
people. A large number of individuals and institutions have collaborated
with the HP Forest Department in this project during past five years.
Contribution ofthe Wildlife Institute ofIndia (WII) Dehra Dun in assessing
the biodiversity and local peoples' biomass needs in the area has been
particularly significant.

I am extremely happy that Drs. S.K. Singh and G.S. Rawat from WII
have brought out a comprehensive Flora on GHNP based on their
extensive surveys in the region. The book contains valuable information
on the identity, distribution and local use of flowering plants (including
medicinal herbs) found in and around GHNP. The document would be of
immense use to the field biologists, foresters, protected area managers
and even amateur nature enthusiasts. It is hoped that they would be
enthused to take up further research and monitoring activities in the area
to strengthenthe conservation of our rich biological heritage.

Shimla (S.K. Pande)
April 11,2000 Principal Chief Conservator of Forests

Himachal Pradesh



PREFACE

The upper catchments of Tirthan, Sainj and Parvati rivers in Kullu
district of Himachal Pradesh (HP) have remained relatively less traversed
by the plant explorers compared to the adjacent Shimla and Lahaul —Spiti
districts. The area came into limelight after the initial notification of Great
Himalayan National Park (GHNP) in 1984 based on its conservation
significance. Alarge number oflocal people who have been living in the
lower fringes of the park staked their rights on the natural resources of
the park i.e. pastures for livestock grazing, commercially important medicinal
herbs and mushrooms. This necessitated an integrated multidisciplinary
study on the biodiversity of the park and local people sdependency on it.
Such astudy was initiated by the Wildlife Institute of India (WII) with a
strong focus on the eco-development in the year 1995. The study was
conducted in collaboration with the HP Forest Department aided by the
World Bank under Forestry Research Education and Extension Project
(FREEP) of the Government of India. The final reports on the project have
already been submitted to both the Government of India and the HP state
Government for further conservation planning. This volume is one of the
outcomes of FREEP project in GHNP. It contains
of vascular plants (Angiosperms and Gymnospei-ms) •'e^o^by us mand
around GHNP along with their local names, local use an is i
the park. It is hoped that the protected area P '
and naturalists working in the area would fin t is oiau

GHNP) for encouraging us to take up thankful to
logistic support during our fieldwor
various officials ofHP Forest Department viz. ghri
Wildlife Wardens, Shri ghri P. Chowdhary (Dy.
Nagesh K. Guleria (former Director of ^
Director GHNP), and all the field staff of GHNP
cooperation.
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Uniyal of the Botanical Survey of ^ valuable suggestions
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Table 1. Area under different altitudinal zones within GHNP and adjacent areas (Source: Negi,1996)

Name ofarea Altitudinal zone (m) wise area in ha. Total

<1600 1600-2400 2400-3200 3200-4000 4000-4800 4800-5600 5600-6400

GHNP 1149 8363 12743 29647 24134 464 76500

Sainj Sanctuaiy 235 2723 3068 2518 456 - 9000

Tirthan Sanctuary 80 2135 2900 985 - - 6100

Ecodev. Area 505 8394 13474 3083 44 - - 25500

Total 505(0.4) 9858(8.4) 26695(22.8) 21794(18.6) 33194(28.4) 24590(21.0) 464(0.4) 117100

Table 2. Area under different slope classes in GHNP and adjacent areas (sourcc: Ncgi, 1996)

Name ofarea Slope wise distribution ofarea In ha.

<33% (<19'') 33-50% (19-27°) 50-100%(27-45") >100% (>45";1 Total area (ha.)

GHNP 23469 12225 35252 5554 76500

Sainj Sanctuaiy 112 1197 7372 319 9000

Tirthan Sanctuary 232 713 5060 95 6100

Ecodev. Area 1127 4524 19552 297 25500

TOTAL 24940(21.3) 18659(15.9) 67236(57.4) 6265(5.4) 117100
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Table 3. Soil parameters in various altitudinal zones

Altitudinal zone pH Soil Temperature Soil moisture Organic Matter Ca Mg S

"C %

Lower Temperate 6.24±0.82 I5.S±3.7 2I.5±3.8 68.6±I0.5 0.05i0.02 0.004 0.15

Mid Temperate 6.15±0.42 I2.6±3.1 25.3±5.3 71.0±12.l 0.12i0.03 0.005 0.24

Upper temperate 6.18±0.50 9.3±2.I 37.8±6.I 65.5±l 1.5 0.l2:t0.02 O.OOS 0.16

Subalpine 5.95±0.18 5.4±2.0 45.2±5.5 62.8±9.4 0.25±0.02 0.010 0.13

Alpine 5.52±0.34 3.6±2.2 43.8±7.3 64.7±10.2 0.04±0.2 0.007 0.27
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Alpine meadow at Dhela 'Thach' (3300-3700m) intermingling with sub-alpine
forest oWucrcus semecarpifolia and Abies pindrow Samj valley
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Alpine meadows in Tirthan valley (4200 m) of
GHNP dominated by Phtewn alpimim



Temperate. Sub-alpmc and Alpine zones of Tinhan valley
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cling by sheep and goa.s in Nada Thach (3300 ml. T.rthan valley
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Aconitum violaceum Jacq. ex Stap. (Mitha-patis)









Climafc

The GHNP has typical temperate and alpine climate. Most of the
area (approx. 68%) falls under alpine zone, which remains snow covered
during winter months (Novembcr-March). Broadly, three seasons can be
rceogniscd for the Park area viz. summer, (April to June), rainy (July to
September) and winter (October to March). Winter experiences severe
cold and main precipitation is received in the form of snow.

The mean annual precipitation in the Kullu district at middle elevation
ranges between 1000-2000 mm and more than half of it falls during
monsoon (Gaston et al. 1981). The mean annual rainfall recorded at
Niharni (1800 m) in GHNP for the year 1992-94 was.1155.67 mm as
shown inFig 2a, while at Sainj (1450 m) for 1992-94 it was 1158.26, Fig.
2b. The maximum snow depth recorded was 5-7 m in the subapline and
alpine areas during February. With the rise in temperature in the month
of March snow starts melting in the lower altitudes and by April it remains
in scattered isolated patches below 3000 mespecially in shady localities.
However, snow melting takes place only during May-June in the alpine
zone.
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Fig. 2d. Mean monthly rainfall (mm) and temperature
sites i.e. Tirth (3800 m), Nada (3400 m), and Gumtrao (3550 m)
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